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TECHNOLOGY

Google Aquires GIF, Tenor New iPad McCafee Unveiles New
Cybersecurity Portfolio

SAN FRANCISCO: Google
has acquired mobile GIF keyboard and search engine Tenor
for Android, iOS and desktop
making it easier for users to ind
and share GIF images, the company has announced.
“Most people use Google Images to ind more information
about a topic and to help them
communicate and express themselves-case in point, we see millions of searches for GIFs every
day,” Cathy Edwards, Director
of Engineering, Google Images,
wrote in a post Tuesday.
“We have continued to evolve
Google Images to meet both of
these needs and today we are
bringing GIFs more closely into
the fold by acquiring Tenor, a

GIF platform for Android, iOS
and desktop,” Edwards added.
Tenor would bring up GIFs
inside Google Images and other
services like Gboard more easily.
“With their deep library of
content, Tenor surfaces the right
GIFs in the moment so you can
ind the one that matches your
mood.
“Tenor will help us do this
more effectively in Google Images as well as other products
that use GIFs, like Gboard,” the
search engine giant noted.
Tenor would continue to operate as a separate brand and
Google “is looking forward to
investing in their technology and
relationships with content and
API partners.”

CHICAGO: Apple on Tuesday
unveiled a new 9.7-inch iPad that
will be available for schools in
the US for just $299 ($329 for
consumers) and some classroom
software.
The iPad features a large retina
display, the A10 Fusion chip and
advanced sensors that help deliver immersive augmented reality,
and provides unmatched portability, and all-day battery life.
First introduced for iPad Pro,
Apple Pencil has become a popular tool among studentsand creative professionals. Advanced
sensors measure pressure and tilt,
and provide pixel-perfect accuracy and low latency for activities
in apps like Notability, Pages,
Numbers, Keynote and Ofice.

NEW DELHI: Global cybersecurity irm McAfee on Wednesday unveiled a refreshed portfolio of its cybersecurity solutions
that allows rapid response to advanced cybersecurity threats.
McAfee’s updated Enterprise
Security Manager (ESM 11)
leverages a new data architecture optimised for scalability,
performance, faster search and
collaboration. This new architecture combined with the newly-launched McAfee Behavioral
Analytics and enhanced McAfee
Investigator, McAfee Advanced
Threat Defense, and McAfee Active Response would help securi-

ty operation teams optimise their
security infrastructure.
McAfee ESM 11, and McAfee
Behavioral Analytics are now
available. McAfee Investigator
will be available in April and enhancements to McAfee Advanced
Threat Defense and McAfee Active Response will be available in
Mayt.
“Given the dificulty in inding skilled resources, enterprises
need advanced analytics and
machine learning-powered solutions to augment the people
they have,” said Jason Rolleston,
Vice-President of Security Analytics at McAfee.
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